
 

 

Friday 18th September 

What a busy week we’ve had in Waveney class. This week, we have 
been using Goldilocks and the Three Bears as our focus story. We 
listened to the story, talked about the events, and put them in order. 
Some of us acted it out in the role play area. We 
wrote a letter to Goldilocks telling her not to go 
into the 3 Bears’ house again. We were very 
surprised when she ate our porridge, but she 
wrote us a letter telling us why. We also made bear 

headbands by cutting and sticking.                         

We used some of the key mathematical 
language from the story and put bears in 
order of size. We measured pictures of the 
bears using cubes, counters, Compare Bears 
or centimetres. We have learnt all about 
number 2 in a wider context - we discussed units of measure 
such as 2 kilograms, 2 metres, 2 centimetres, 2 litres. We learnt 
about cones because they have 2 surfaces (1 curved and 1 flat) 
and we learnt that the point is called the apex. We made circles 

into cones to make party hats for our porridge party. We had fun experimenting with oats 
and different sized bowls and spoons. 

Well done to Rio Impey who is Waveney Class’s Star of the week this week! He has worked 
hard on lots of activities and has tried his best all week. Well done, Rio!  

REQUEST Next week we will be learning about The 3 Little Pigs. Can your child bring in a 
photograph of your house for one of our activities, please. Thank you. 

REMINDERS The children should only bring water in their water bottles for drinking in class, not 
juice. If you wish them to have juice at lunchtime, this needs to be in a different bottle. Thank 
you. 

 

Have a super weekend!      The Early Years Team           

 

HOME LEARNING 

KS1 - Make a collection of objects made from different materials (wood, 
plastic, metal, glass, cotton, wool). Take photos or cut out pictures and 
stick them on a large piece of paper and write labels. 

Reception - Can you make a collection of spheres and cones at home? 
Sort them into 2 groups. Ask an adult to take a photograph of your 
collection and add it to Tapestry so that we can see it. 

Nursery – Make a collection of big and small objects. Ask an adult to 
take a photograph of your collection. We’d like to see it on Tapestry too. 


